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Abstract
Since 1992 the International Geospherc Biosphere Pro-
gramme's (rcap) Data ond Information System (ots) has been
working towards the completion of a validated global land'
cover data set, DISCover. This 1-km resolution data set consists
of 17 cover classes identified on the basis of the science
requirements of the IGBP'; core projects. DISCover has been
created from over 4.4 Terabfies of data from the Advanced
Very High Resolution Radiometet collected from 23 teceiving
staiioni. These data were processed and assembled into a
cohercnt set of monthly Normalized Difference Vegetation -
lndex compos-ites (Apiil 1992 to April 1993) and classified
using unsipervised techniques with poslclayification
refiiement.- The first global land-covet classification was
comfleted in luly lSgZ. fhe IGBP-DIS Land Cover Working
Groip, in turn, convened a Validation Working Gtoup,to
proride and implement a validation method to -provid-e,
statistical statements concerning the accuracy of the global
land-cover product and to alhow the estimation of the etrot
veriance in- areal totals of classes globally and within regions.
The validation workshop was completed in September 1998
and the analysis by March 1999. This papet describes the
history of the n6cover version 1'0 implementation'

lntroduction
There is a growing demand for global data sets describing-land
cover. Sci6ntific communities, such as the International
Geosphere Biosphere Programme{lcsp) use these data in the
study of global ihange. Policy makers need such data when
asseising the consequences of environmental treaties. M1ny -
.rot-gon6..trnental oiganizations are concerned with the global
environment, and development programs and resource manag-
ers increasingly need to consider the global perspective.

While theie is no lack of issues for which science quality
thematic global data sets are required, few such data sets exist
(Estes anJMooneyhan, 1994;Estes eta|.,1994). We assume that
ih" .tt"pt we require exist, contain the information we seek,
and are accurate and up-to-date' Unfortunately, this is not- -
always the case. Some mapped information is more perishable
thanbthers-continental outlines are clearly more durable
than maps of forest clear cutting-y€t, as soon as data about the
Earth are collected or a map made, those data and map products
are dated.

Land cover is a case in point. Many global assessments
have used models to delimifpotential land-cover types. These
have typically used the correlation between maior biome pat-
terns and climate for the description of land cover. Such mod-
els tend to be based on a simplified set of climatic parameters to

delineate potential land-cover patterns, Although these cli-
mate-based land-cover models have been important in the anal-
ysis of changing land-cover patterns, there are still-maior
iimitations to their use in any predictive sense. Land cover rep-
resenting baseline conditions is an important input to global
dynamiCmodels, and the quality and validity of such data, in
eisence, defines the reliability of simulated future scenarios'

This is clearly articulated by the IGBP core projects BAHC
(Biospheric Aspects of the Hydrological Cycle), ccrr (Global
Change and Terrestrial Ecosystems), rcac (International Global
Atmoipheric Chemistry Project), and lucc (Land Use Cover
Change) which have all identified the need for improved base-
line land-cover data sets for studies ofglobal change (IGBP,
199a). This is because the existing global land-cover databases
(e.g., Matthews, 1983; Olson ef o/., 1985), although valuable,
have too coarse a spatial resolution for many purposes'
unknown accuracy, inappropriate classes for some core project
needs, and variable nomenclatures. Equally important, these
data sets are derived from disparate primary data sources,
which raises significant issues of internal consistency and thus
overall accuracy. An additional concern is that all existing
global land-cov-er maps are dated. As the late James Anderson
6tth" U.S. Geological Survey (uscs) pointed o11, few things
commonly depicted on maps change as fast as land cover
(Andersoir, 1,grn. Anadditional problem is that most of these
thematic data sets have a climate element as part of the classifi-
cation scheme and, therefore, often have an undesirable mixture
ofpotential versus actual land cover (Townshend et al,, t9s+).- 

Although the IGBP core projects recognized the shortcom-
ings of existing databases, the wide range of the_proiects'^
re[uirements made specification of any new product a far from
striightforward process. The lan4-cover categories identified
by th-e rcne are related to the needs ofgas exchange studies, veg-
eiation attributes for modeling Net Primary Production (Npp)'

burn emissions and gas exchange, wetlands cover and wetland
water regimes, changes in vegetation/land-cov-er over time, bio-
Ioeical attributes, physical attributes, and Iandscape character-
isiics. Finding a set oiland-cover characteristics that satisfy as
many of these requirements as possible_was_a key objective'
Optimum spatialiesolution forluch a global map was identi-
fied as being at the 1-km level, and ideally the map should be
derived froir a single data source obtained within a fixed and
sequential time peiiod. In this light, the IGBP's Data and Infor-
mition System (Icsp-lrs) began the 1-km global land-cover
project (Townshend, 1992) to provide appropriate land-cover
information to the core Projects'
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The IGBP-DIS Land Cover Working Group (Lcwc) coordi-
nated development ofthe global 1-km land-cover product. The
LCwc recognized that no single land-cover product would meet
the needs of all the core projects, but that a land-cover product
could be optimized to meet many of the requirements. Initial
work focused on the creation and validation of a science qual-
ity 1-km resolution land-cover product, called uscover. "Sci-
ence quality" here means that the errors inherent in the overall
production of a map have been documented (Estes and Moo-
neyhan, 1994), and that the DISCover product would consist of
the classification scheme, the classification methodology, the
Iand-cover data-base, the validation methodology, the valida-
tion database, and the validation data layer (Belward, 1996;
Loveland and Belward, 1997).

While the IGBP core projects represent the key DISCover
constituency, the LCWG was aware of programs outside IGBP with
similar or related data reouirements such as the Global Terres-
trial Observing System (crros) and Global Climate Observing
System (cCoS) and the United Nations Food and Agriculture
Organization's (rno) land-cover harmonization effort. Liaisons
with these and similar programs were maintained throughout
the life of the DISCover program.

Data Set Development
The requirements for consistency of data, timeliness, and reso-
Iution all pointed to the use ofEarth observation data as a basis
for creating a new global land-cover map. An appropriate Earth
observation data set had to be found to satisfy the user require-
ments made by the IGBP. The most appropriate operational sys-
tem at the time was the Advanced Very High Resolution Radi-
ometer (AVHRR) on the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration's (ruoaa) polar-orbiting satellites. These data
are only available when the satellite is in direct line of sight of a
ground receiving station, or by the limited capacity of on-board
data recorders. The first task, therefore, was to establish a glob-
allv consistent dailv AVgRR data set.

In April 1992 the U.S. Geological Survey's (uscs) snos
Data Center (Eoc) and the European Space Agency (nsa), work-
ing with the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administra-
tion (Nona), the National Aeronautic and Space Administra-
tion (t t,ts,t], and the Australian Commonweilth Scientific and
Industrial Research Organisation (csnO) began to coordinate
data collection from 23 receiving stations from around the
world (Figure 1). More than 4.4 Terabytes of 1-km resolution
AVHRR data have been archived. The data collection has contin-
ued to date (with the exception of the period September 1994 to
February 1995 when there was no operational afternoon satel-
lite). There are currently over 126,230 satellite scenes available.
Most of these data have been assembled into a coherent global
archive (Eidenshink and Faundeen, 1994). Data and informa-
tion are available via the World Wide Web, using the following
uRL, http://edcwww.cr.usgs.gov/landdaac/rKIWrkmhome-
page.html. The establishment of such a data set is in itself a
maior achievement, and these data are now the foundation for
a suite of global terrestrial products (see, for example, Hansen
ef oJ. (1999) and Stroppiana et al. (1999)),

The DlSCover Classification Scheme
To meet the diverse requirements of the IGBP core projects, the
DISCover classification scheme was conceived and reviewed at
workshops and by IGBP scientists intending to use the new data-
base. The categories embrace the climate-independence and
canopy component philosophy presented by Running ef a1.
(1994) but modified to be compatible with classification sys-
tems currently used for environmental modeling; to provide,
where possible, land-use implications; and to represent land-
scape mosaics. The classification scheme also embraced modi-
fications proposed as the validation strategy developed.
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DISCover contains 17 land-cover classes. The scheme is
based on definitions of three canopy components: above
ground biomass,leaf longevity, and leaf type. The requirements
placed on the classification scheme were that every part of the
Earth's surface be assigned to a class, and that each class must
be exclusive, i,e., no class overlaps with another. The classifi-
cation had to discriminate between perennial and annual
above-ground biomass, as this is important for seasonal cli-
mate and carbon-balance modeling. It is also a major vegetation
determinant of the surface roughness length parameter re-
quired by climate models for energy and momentum transfer
equations, The classification hadio discriminate between
evergreen and deciduous canopy types because this is a critical
variable in carbon cycle dynamics ofvegetation, and affects
seasonal albedo and energy transfer characteristics of the land
surface. Leaf longevity was included as this indicates whether a
plant annually must completely regrow its canopy, or a portion
of it, with inferred consequences for carbon partitioning, leaf
litter fall dynamics, and soil carbon. The classification sepa-
rated needleleaf, broadleaf, and grasses because leaf type
affects gas exchange characteristics. Finally, so that validation
of the classification was possible, it was structured so that the
categories could be consistently and equally interpreted from
either the 1-km data or from higher resolution imagery [Bel-
ward, tg96).

The DlS0over Classification Methodology
Approaches to classification of digital imagery are many and
varied. The LCWG decided to base the DISCover mapping exer-
cise on methods already proven for classification of large areas.
The project used an adaptation of the method developed by the
USGS EROS Data Center and University of Nebraska-Lincoln
(Loveland et al., L99'L',Brown ef d,1., 1993).

The approach taken in this project involves mapping land
cover for each continent in turn. The first mapping step in-
volves unsupervised classification of Normalized Difference
Vegetation Index (Nnvt) composites to identify greenness
classes using a clustering algorithm based on the K-Means algo-
rithm (Kelly and White, 1993) run on monthly NDVr maximum
value composites. Each cluster was assigned a preliminary
cover-type label on the basis ofthe spatial patterns and spectral
or multi-temporal statistics of each class, and on comparison
with ancillary data. Ancillary data included descriptive land-
cover information, NDVI and elevation statistics, and class
relationships to other Iand-cover Iegends. Related "single-
category" classes were then grouped under DISCover labels
using a convergence-of-evidence approach.

Identification ofDISCover classes water, snow and ice, and
barren from greenness classes is inappropriate, and these were
identified from AVHRR 0 .72-to 1..1O-p.m data also retained by the
IGBP-DIS processing chain, and a 12-month maximum value
NDVI composite. The urban class was added from the "urban"
layer information from the Digital Chart of the World (Danko,
1992). Loveland et al., (1999, in this issue) provides full details
of the classi f ication methodology.

The DlSGover Validation StrateS!
Accuracy assessments of digital land-cover classifications are
typically based on contingency tables, or confusion matrices,
where accuracy is expressed in terms of errors of omission and
commission, or in terms of agreement analysis using the Kappa
test statistic (Rosenfeld and Fitzpatrick-Lins, 1986; Congalton,
1991; Stehman, 1996a). The contingency table is created by
comparing on a class-by-class basis the land-cover classifica-
tion with an independent data source-field observations,
existing qaps, higher resolution imagery-collected using a
statistically valid sampling strategy (Robinson et al., te8.i;
Rosenfeld, 1986; Stehman, 1996b).
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Figure 1. The locations of the 23 HRPT Receiving Stations that participated in the lcBP-DlS data collection effort.

While such methods are well established, they have gener-
ally only been applied to local scale classifications, occasion-
aIIy to regional scale work, and only in isolated instances on
scales greater than these (Hay, 19Bs; Manshard, 1993;Estes and
Mooneyhan, 1994; leanjean et a1.,1996). The Iack of pegr
reviewed documentation describing validation of global land-
cover products led the LCwc to convene a specific sub group,
the Validation Working Group (vwc), to examine how previous
approaches to regional work could be adapted to the global
scale ofDISCover.

The rryvc's mandate was "to specify and coordinate the
implementation of a practical and achievable methodology for
the validation ofglobal land-cover products", where validation
was defined as "the process that verifies the accuracy of the
land-cover information provided by the Land Cover Working
Group in as independent a means as practical" (Belward,
1996t. The key here is the word "practical". Although prag-
matic, the approach adopted by vwc included documenting
all processes and stating assumptions and potential errors at
each step.

Conlultation with IGBP core projects suggested that an
acceptable level ofaccuracy for the final global land-cover map
was 

-85 
percent correct classification for each class. It was the

goal of the image classification exercise to reach these-targets
ind the goal of the validation exercise to determine if they
were reached.

Developing a validation strategy for the DISCover classifica-
tion involved two assumptions. First, that at 1 km, the thematic
and spatial accuracy of the classified data sets cannot be s^epa-
rated, and second, that higher resolution satellite images from
sensors on Landsat or sPoT will provide accurate independent
reference data describing the true land-cover class. The use of
high-resolution data as isurrogate for reference data at least has
pr-ecedents. Visual interpretation of higher resolution satellite
imagery, either from hard copy prints or on screenlsing image
pro""siors, has been used for operational crop yield forecast-
ing on a pan-European basis and has proved to be cost effective,

PHOTOGRAMMETRIC ENGINEERING & REMOTE SENSING

capable of delivering consistent results over large areas, and
easy to apply in an operational setting (De Boissezon et al.,
1993). This approach was thus to form the basis of the vwc val-
idation strategy.

Using high-resolution data as a reference requires that, for
each class, the class definitions are matched by a description
of the AVHRR data characteristics associated with this class and
a description ofthe higher resolution image characteristics
associated with the class. The latter two descriptions are needed
because the higher resolution data will not have the same tem-
poral dimensions as the AVHRR. The higher resolution charac-
teristics will also vary within the classes depending on the time
of year that the data were obtained, If visual interpretation is to
be consistent, precise decision rules must be provided to the
interpreters. Ambiguity in what constitutes class definition
musibe avoided. The question of what percent of a given class
must occupy a given sample site for that sample to be desig-
nated, thafclass must also be clear. Finally, independence of
interpretations was maintained by using a team of three
interpreters.

With these assumptions in mind, a two-tier strategy was
adopted. The first was a core sampling strategy to provide sim-
ple itatistical statements ofaccuracy. Second, a parallel activity
based on data rich "confidence sites" where researchers would
address more complex questions of accuracy.

Core Sampling
The principal obiective of the core sampling strategy-was to
provide a set of simple statistical statements that (1) character-
ize the accuracy ofthe global land-cover product and (2) allow
the estimation ofthe error variance in areal totals ofland-cover
types globally and within regions. Accepting_that there is no
culrent state-of-the-art for global land-cover classification vali-
dation, the most appropriate core sampling strategy must be
based on state-of-the-practice procedures. Four such ap-
proaches were identified (Congalton, 1S91).
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Random sampling or random sampling stratified by conti-
nent (on the basis of percent total land area only) are the sim-
plest approaches and would allow sample points to be reused
for validation of future land cover classifications. However,
without stratification and sub-sampling on the basis of class
area, less foequent classes would be sampled less ftequently,
and thus the accuracy of their labeling would be less well
known than for other, more frequently occurring classes
(Rosenfield et ol., LsB2). Accuracy statistics would only be
valid on a global basis, and confidence intervals would be un-
equal and would vary widely as the number of sample points
per class would vary. There would be strong bias towards the
larger classes because these will tend to be sampled more fre-
quently, and some classes may not be sampled at all.

Random sampling stratified by class would provide
roughly equal confidence ranges a priori, and would produce
unbiased estimates of cover areas and proportions at the global
scale. The optimum sampling strategy would be random sam-
pling stratified by class and processing region (where process-
ing region refers to all areas classified in the same production
run, using the same ancillary data, same clusters, etc.) because
this would highlight any systematic variation in error structure
between processing regions, and the errors of omission and
commission would also be applicable on a regional scale.
Though optimum, the cost is high because the number of sam-
ples per class is then multiplied by the number of processing
regions. For this reason, the VWG recommended random sam-
pling stratified by class.

The sampling strategy aims to estimate the probability p
that a 1-km square, truly oftype I, gets classified according to
the AVHRR data as type I. In terms of conditional probabilities,
this is exoressed as

p : P(classify as Iltruly type I)

where p is the probability of classification as I, given truly an I.
To achieve this, n pixels of type I will be sampled (known

to be of type I on the basis of reference data from high-resolu-
tion imagery) and a check will be made of how many are allo-
cated to type I by the classification scheme being validated. If r
is the number correctly classified by the scheme, then r/n is a
natural estimate ofthe accuracy probability above, and a 95
percent confidence interval around r/n tells us how reliable this
estimate is, Ideallv, the accuracv of each class would be calcu-
Iated with the same confidence-interval. For practical reasons,
the sample size per class needs to be kept down to a minimum.
Standard charts for Binomial confidence intervals (Pearson and
Hartley, 1966) confirm that a sample of Z5 would be adequate,
but this gives wide confidence intervals (*t+.3 percent) and
the accuracy statements are thus somewhat limited. Basically,
problem classes can be identified, but the wide confidence
interval means it is impossible to say if a class has truly been
classified to 85 percent correct. Bearing in mind the Validation
Working Group's key word "practical," this limited validation
was judged to be of far greater value than no validation, and the
sample of 25 pixels was accepted.

The core sites were thus identified using a stratified ran-
dom sample of 25 points per class. Two-hundred eighty-five
TM scenes and 150 SPOT HRV scenes were acquired (the total
allows a slight margin for undersampling in some classes)
thanks to the efforts of the USGS ERoS Data Center (EDC), the
European Commission's Joint Research Centre, the IGBP-DIS
office, SPor Image, and the support of the Centre National
d'Etudes Spatiales (cNES). The high-resolution reference data
were then prepared by the University of California Santa Bar-
bara and transported to enc where they were analyzed at a ded-
icated workshop involving participation of expert interpreters
ftom around the world. Husak et oJ., (lssg, in this issue) pro-
vide more details on the data preparation, Kelly ef o1., (1999, in

this issue) cover the image interpretation key development
efforts, and Scepan (1999, in this issue) provides full details of
the validation process.

Confidence Sites
Land cover is not static, and the LCWG recognizes thatthere will
be a need for additional updates ofthe global land-cover prod-
uct. With this understanding, the second element of the lrs-
cover validation exercise was proposed around the concept of
"confidence sites." Confidence sites comorise a set of locations
at which fine-resolution land-cover information for a substan-
tial region exists or is readily available. The r,ryvc envisioned
that local land-cover information would be available at or pro-
vided by a sponsoring research group, institute, or other collab-
orating body with local knowledge of the confidence site. Care
would be taken to ensure that confidence sites were chosen
such that they represent areas disturbed by human activity, in
addition to natural vegetation sites. These confidence sites
should be employed in a variety of ways. Important among these
are to

o Explore ways to improve the land-cover classification scheme
and the methodology involved in the development of the land-
cover database,

. Test ways to improve the core thematic sampling strategy,

. Assess the applicability of advanced validation strategies to
improve both thematic and positional accuracy assessment,
and

o Address ways to improve processing related methodologies.

Plans for confidence site selection and implementation are
provided in Belward (1996). A description ofthe confidence
site database is presented by Muchoney et al. (1ggg, in this
issue). Collection and establishing ofglobal validation sites is
a long term objective of the project, and one that will continue
to test the international scientific community's collective will
for collaboration.

Gonclusions
This IGBP-DIS lead effort is a significant attempt to break through
the myths surrounding global thematic mapping, myths that
perpetuate the notion that the maps we need exist, are readily
accessible, are up-to-date, are accurate, are inexpensive to pro-
duce, and that there is little research to do in the mapping
sciences-in essence, that mapping is easy (Estes and Moo-
neyhan, 1994).

This is the first time a global-scale geospatial land-cover
product has been statistically validated. The DISCover project
has served as a forerunner to many new global land-cover prod-
ucts (DeFries and Belward, 1999). We all need to be more aware
that mapping is an important, complex, expensive, and time
consuming task, a task that many in the geospatial science
community believe is not being performed in an acceptable
fashion (Estes ef a1., 1994). We need to invest more in mapping
and map-update research.

The infrastructure needed to support the development of
DISCover was put in place through international cooperation
and coordination. This process must continue. More than 100
individuals from 30 natlons participated. These participants
came from seven international organizations; 26 research insti-
tutes and academic organizations; 21 national agencies, cen-
ters, and/or laboratories; and seven industrial groups. At the
very least, 15 separate "formal" international meetings were
held in connection with this effort. Appendix A lists many of
those individuals who participated directly in these meetings
and this effort as we could assemble for this article. A maior role
was played by those dedicated individuals at the HRpt receiv-
ing stations, the USGS EROS Data Center, and at CNES and SPOT
Image who worked so hard and so diligently to provide the
image data employed in this effort. Special acknowledgment of
and thanks for these efforts is required.

( 1 )
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No unique permanent infrastructure was put in place to
accomplish the development and validation of DISCover. In-
stead, through the auspices of the IGBP-DIS Working Groups, a
wide variety of participating organizations were involved on
the basis of itreii already established activities. What is remark-
able about this effort was that participation was mostly volun-
tary and self funded. The dollars allocated specifically to fund
Dls-cover related development and validation activities totaled
no more than $500,000. Many organizations and individuals
involved in this effort used existing operational funding andl
or funding foom projects they considered related to ensure their
participation in the project.- 

What have we proven from the DISCover project? We have,
we believe, shown that, through cooperation and collabora-
tion, the international community can pull together to achieve
a scientifically significant goal: the creation of a validated
global land-cover data set. In common with other glohal data
iets. the DISCover product is already dated. Yet the need for
global terrestrial information continues to grow. The impor-
iance ofthe global perspective now has new significance as
environmen[al information input to the polinpu

pler
e policy making, policy

development, and policy implementation processes grows.
The Kybto Protocol to the UN framework convention on cliI ne Kyoto rrotocol Io tlle ur\ lrarrrewurr( t urrvurrtrtlr urr Lrr-

mate Change, for example, recognizes the need to monitor
measures promoting the protection and enhancement of green-
house gas sinks and reservoirs (Kyoto Protocol Article 2); mea-
,rrr" cliatget in carbon stocks resulting fromhuman-induced
land-use 

"hu.tg" 
and forestry activities (Article 3) and monitor

such activitieJunder the clean development mechanism (Arti-
cIe t2); monitor transfer of emission reduction units resulting
from projects which enhance anthropogenic removals b-y sinks
(ArtiCles-o and tz); provide systematic observation and the
development of data archives to reduce uncertainties related to
the climate system (Article 10); and be internationally recog-.
nized and aciepted (Articles 5 and 17). The legal and economic
implications of the Kyoto Protocol and other treaties place n^ew
demands and constriints on the reliability and accuracy of
elobal land-cover information' Future research and infrastruc-
Iure development efforts are needed to continue to produce sci-
ence qualitv thematic data sets, such as DISCover' This will
most iealisiically be achieved through international
collaboration.

The Committee on Earth Observation Satellites (cEos)'

formed in 1984 under the aegis of the Economic Summit of
Industriaiized Nations' Working Group on Growth Technology
and Employment, is probably the maior forum for interna-
tional coop-eration inipace, cEoS membershiP includes all the
world's civil agencies responsible for Earth observation satel-
Iite programs Jlong with international user organizations. The
goafs oftuos are to promote cooperation so as to maximize the
Eenefits of space-borne Earth obiervations, to aid members and
users by acting as a focal point for international coordination
of soace related Earth observation activities, and to exchange
oolicv and technical information. cEoS established the Work-
ing Group on Calibration and Validation (wccv) to address
seisor-specific calibration and validation, and geophysical
paramet-ers and derived product validation. Dedicated forums
iuch as the IGBP-DIS Land Cover Working Group proved a key
asset for the creation of this first validated global land-cover
product; building on examples such as the DrSCover validation
effort the wccv iJ increasingly addressing validation of derived
products (Belward, 1997). fhe importance and complexity of
international collaboration are mote fully explored in Estes ef
d1.  (1see).

Finallv, we cannot close this article without extending our
many thanis to all the participating organizations and individ-
uals isee Appendices A and B). The logistics of this effort were
complex, The collaboration needed to accomplish the produc-
tion and validation of DISCover was significant, and we firmly
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believe that a detailed acknowledgment of project participa-
tion is more than justified. So many individuals and organiza-
tions donated resources (e.g., funding, time, materials, advice,
etc.) to this effort that not to acknowledge them all would do a
disservice to them and to the reader.
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Appendix A.
List of Participants in IGBP DISCover Production and Valida-
tion Meetings and the Number of Meetings (see Appendix B)
Thev Attended.

Name Affiliation

Number
of

Country Meetings
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Clive Anderson
Olivier Arino
Etienne Bartholom6
Peter Beedlow

Jean-Louis Champeaux
Josef Cihlar

Mark Collins

David Cunningham

G6rard Dedieu,
Pierre Defourny

Ruth DeFries

Jim Eastwood

Daniele Ehrlich
Jeff Eidenshink
Christopher Elvidge
John E. Estes

Gene Eulert
David Evans
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Robin Fuller

AIisa Gallant
Kevin Gallo

Sig Gerstl

Chandra Prasad Giri
Sharon N. Gomez
Gabriela Gomez-Rodriguez
Sam Goward
Brian Hadley

Matt Hansen
jeff Hemphill

Greg Husak

/ohn Ingram
Mary fames

Louisa /ansen

Herv6 Joannes
Chris /ustice

EC foint Research Centre Italy 4
UNAM Mexico 1
University of Sheffield UK 1
European Space Agency Italy 1,
EC Joint Research Centre Italy 4
Environmental Protec- USA "l

tion Agency
1 3

1

2

2

1

1

3

1

1,

1

2

USA

Thailand
Zimbabwe
Mexico
USA
USA

USA
USA

USA

UK
USA

1
1
1
t
2

2
1

Alan Belward EC loint Research Centre Italy
fordan Borak Boston University USA
lesslyn F. Brown EROS Data Center USA
Alessandra Buongiorno European Space Agency Italy
Michael Cairns Environmental Protec- USA

tion Agency
Meteo-France
Canada Centre for

Remote Sensing
World Conservation

Monitoring Centre
Earth Satellite

Corporation
CESBIO
Universite Catholique

de Louvain
University of Maryland USA
Institute of Temestrial UK

Ecology
EC joint Research Centre Italy
USGS/EROS Data Center USA
Desert Research Institute USA
University of California, USA

Santa Bubara
US Geological Suruey USA
EROS Data Center USA
US Forest Service USA
Stennis Space Center USA
Institute of Terrestrial UK

Ecology
USGS/EROS Data Center USA
NOAA/National Climate USA

Data Center
Los Alamos National

Laboratory
UNEP/GRID-Bangkok
SIRDC
UNAM
University of Maryland
University of California,

Santa Babara
University of Mayland
University of California,

Santa Barbara
University of California,

Santa Barbara
University of Oxford
NASA/Goddard Space

Flight Center
UN Food and Agricul-

ture Orgmization
SPOT.IMAGE
University of Virginia
NASA/Goddard Space

Flight Center

France

Canada

UK

USA

France
Belgium

1

'1,

1

5

7

I

Italy

France
USA
USA
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Name

Satya Kalluri

Melissa Kelly

Karen Kline
Koii Kojiwua
Andrey Kushlin
Dominick Kwesha
Charles Larson

r ^ L -  I  ^ r L ^ -

Michael Lawless

Rik Leemans
jan de Leeuw

David Llewellyn-Jones

Massimiliano Lorenzini

Sietse Los

Tom Loveland

Ross Lunetta

Martha Maiden

Jean-Paul Malingreau
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Philippe Mayaux

Massaer Mbaye

Ken McGwire
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Martine Michou
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Aaron Moody
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Ranga Myneni

Mikiyasu Nakayama

Peter F. ]. Newsome
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Laili bin Nordin

Dennis Ojima

Jose Palacio
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Giancarlo Pittella
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Gilbert Saint
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]uan Carlos Salazar

Lea Plaza

Nazmi el Saleous

Joseph Scepan

Robert Scholes

Miriam Schomaker

Cmlos Octavio Scoppa

Jeff Settle
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University of California,
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University of California,

Santa Barbara
Chiba University
World Bank
Foreshy Commission
EROS Data Center
UN Food and Agricul-

ture Organization
University of California,

Santa Barbara
Laboratory for Soil and

Groundwater
ITC
Leicester University
UN Food and Agricul-

ture Organization
SSA]
USGS/EROS Data Center
Environmental Protec-

tion Agency
NASA/Goddard Space

Flight Center
EC Joint Research Centre
EROS Data Center
EC Joint Reseuch Centre
Centre de Suivi

Ecologique
Desert Research Institute
University of Bonn
IGBP-DIS Office
USGS/EROS Data Center
Boston University
DLO Winand Staring

Centre
Boston University
NASA/Goddard Space

Flight Center
Utsunomiya University
Landcare Research New

Zealand Ltd.
Australian National

University
Malaysian Centre for

Remote Sensing
Colorado State

University
UNAM
Albert-Ludwigs-

Universitat
EC Joint Research Centre
European Space Agency
EROS Data Center
EC Joint Research Centre
SSC
Meteo-France
University of Montana
ISRO
CNES
University of New

Hampshire
CIRN-INTA

University of Maryland
University of California,

Santa Barbara
CSIR
UN Environment

Programme
CIRN-INTA
University of Reading

Number
of

Country Meetings

USA 1.
2

USA
2

USA
japan 1
USA .].

Zimbabwe 1,
USA 1

3
ItaIy

'1,

USA
7

Netherlands
Netherlands 1,
U K l

1
Italy
USA 1.
USA 9

1,
USA

'1,

USA
Italy
USA
Italy

Senegal
USA
Germany
France
USA
USA

Netherlands
USA

USA

Japan

NewZealand

Australia

Malaysia

USA
Mexico

Germany
Italy
Italy
USA
Italy
Sweden
France
USA
India
France
USA

Argentina

USA
USA

South A{rica
Kenya

Argentina
UK

Name

Hua Shi

Denis Sims

Ashbindu Singh

David Skole

lames "Doc" Smoot

William Starmer
Hans-ltirgen Stibig

Tom Stone
Alan Strahler

Yuzo Suga
Gerard Szeiwach
Ryutmo Tateishi
Mark Thompson

Philip Tickle
john Townshend
Roh van der Velde

James Verdin
Frank Veroustraete
Michael Verstrate
Fabio Vescovi
Nicolas Viovy

James Vogelmann

Eric Waller

Ben Waltenberger

Allard de Wit
Curtis Woodcock

Dorsey Worthy

Barry Wyatt
Bruce Wylie
Yoshifumi Yasuoka
Zhiliang Zhu

Name

1. Identification of Fast
Tlace Proiect Produc-
tion Issues, LCWG
Meeting

2. Establishment of Land
Cover Classification
Methodologies and
Validation Overview,
LCWG Workshop

3. Drafting of the Valida-
tion Strategy, VWG
Meeting

4. Consolidation of the
Validation Strategy,
VWG Workshop

5. Reconciliation of Land
Cover Data Set Pro-
duction Issues and
Validation Imple-
mentation Issues,
LCWG/WVG
Workshop

Affiliation

University of Michigan
UN Food and Agricul-

ture Organization
EN Environment Pro-

gramme/GRID
University of New

Hampshire
Stennis Space Center
University of California,

Santa Barbara
EC Joint Research Centre
Woods Hole Research

Center
Boston University
Hiroshima Institute of

Technology
IGBP-DIS Office
Chiba University
CSIR
Bureau of Resource

Sciences
University of Maryland
RIVM
USGS/EROS Data Center
VITO
EC loint Research Centre
University of Bonn
LMCE CE SACLAY
USGS/EROS Data Center
University of California,

Santa Barbara
USGS/EROS Data Center
University of California,

Santa Barbara
DLO Winand Staring

Centre
Boston University
Environmental Protec-

tion Agency
Institute of Tenestrial

Ecology
EROS Data Center
NIES
EROS Data Center
Hughes

Location

r^ - -^  r+^1 , ,

Las Vegas, Nevada

Ispra, Italy

Monks Wood, UK

r ^ - - ^  I + ^ 1 . .

Number
of

Country Meetin,gs

USA "I
't

Italy
'1.

USA
1

USA
USA 1.

2
USA
Italy 1

,J.

USA
USA 8

1

]apan
France 'I

Japan 1
South Aftica 1.

1

4

1,
'1,

1

1,

1,
'1.

1,

6

L

1
't

1

1

1,

1

z
USA
USA

1,
USA

1
Netherlands
USA 1

1,
USA

5
UK
USA 1

Japan 2
USA 1
USA

Appendix B.
List of Meetings Related to the Production and Validation of th,e
IGBP DISCoverData Set.

Australia
USA
Netherlands
USA
Belgium
Italy
Germany
France
USA

Date

05 lu l  1993

23-24 Feb 19S4

1.6-1.7 May 1SSt4

16-17 Sep 199,1

02-03 Feb 199t;

1

2

'1.

1

3
'J,

'1,

1

1,

4

1,

1

2
1
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Nantt:

6. 1 km Data Set Evalua-

tion, IGBP-DIS

Workshop

7.  Imp lementa l ion  and

Project Review,

LCWG

8. Validation Sample

Frame Specifications,

VWG sub group

meeting

9. Co-ordination and
Planning, LCWG

Chai rs

10.  Core  Va l ida t ion  and ad

hor; Meetirtg, VWG

Lu;atiort

Marvlancl

S ioux  Fa l l s ,  South  Dakota

Ispra, Italv

Sioux Falls, South Dakota

Ispra, Itall '

1 2
0 2  ] u n  1 9 9 5

05-06 Ju l  1995 13

1 4

2 8 - 3 0  N o v  1 9 9 5  1 5

29 Apr  1sg6

Val ic la t ion  Imp lcmen-
t e t i n n  P l a n r r i n o

Meeting

Validation Workshop

dry run ancl Method-

ology Testing

Validation lVorkshop

LCWC Future Perspec-

t i ves  and Resu l ts

Revicrv

Locat ion

Ispra. Itah'

Tou louse,  Franr ;e

Santa Barbara. Califorrria

Sioux l-alls, South Dakota

Ispra, Itall '

Datt:

1 6 - 1 8  l u l  1 9 9 6

0 9 - 1 0  | u l  1 9 9 7

01-04 feb  199u

07-18 Sep 1998

10 Feb 1999

Date  Name

02-0 l l  Mar  1995 11 .  lmp lc r r ten ta t ion  Meet -

ing, LCWG
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